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Our Firm: CSI Ingenieros

CSI Ingenieros is Uruguay’s leading provider of consulting and engineering
services and one of the most advanced and innovative firms in the Southern
Cone region.
Our firm has been part of our clients' success for more than 37 years. Since 1980 we have actively participated
in more than 1000 projects for clients from over 20 countries, prioritizing excellence and adding value and
innovation to the projects in which we are involved.
Our core values are our
innovative vision, our
ability to adapt and find
the
best
available
technology to solve
problems, and mainly
the talent of the more
than 150 specialists that
accompany us every day.
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Our Firm: CSI Ingenieros

We are a multi-specialist firm with strong development in a wide range of
sectors.
From our initial focus on agro-industrial facilities development and industrial engineering, we have positioned our firm
successfully as a diversified multi-specialist firm, with capabilities in several disciplines, sectors and services. Today we
deliver value not only on specific disciplines but also in complex projects in which several disciplines must be combined.
WATER & WASTEWATER

TRANSPORTATION

PORTS & WATERWAYS

ENVIRONMENTAL

INDUSTRIAL

ENERGY

URBAN DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

ECONOMICS & FINANCE
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Our Firm: CSI Ingenieros

We provide consultancy and engineering holistic one-stop-shop solutions,
covering the different stages of projects lifecycle.
Planning

Engineering and Design

Project Management

•Market Research

•Project Management

•Project Planning

•Expert Opinions

•Conceptual Engineering

•Contracts and Tender documents

•Feasibility Studies

•Preliminary/Basic Engineering

•Master Plans

•Detailed engineering

•Management/Supervision of
Construction and Assembly

•Regulatory Framework and
Institutional Strengthening

•Costs and Quantity Studies

•Project Structuring for PPPs,
Project Finance
•Socio-Economic Studies
•Due Diligence

•Construction and Assembly
Management in EPC or EPCM

•Technical Specifications
•Multidisciplinary Design

•Construction and Assembly
Management as Owner Engineer

•Owner Engineer Services

•Quality Assurance (QA/QC)

•Infrastructure Resilience

•Technical Assistance during
construction and assembly

•Demand Studies

Asset Management
•Infrastructure and Facility
Management
•Optimization of Industrial
processes
•Optimization of Operation and
infrastructure Maintenance
•Training
•Infrastructure Survey and
inventory
•Asset Management Systems

BIM Services
•BIM Consultancy

•BIM Coordination

•BIM Construction Management

•Asset lifecycle management

•Multidisciplinary modelling

•BIM 4D and 5D (3D, Time, Cost)

•Bill of Quantities

•As-BUILT BIM Models

Information Technology
•GIS for Infrastructure

•Big Data

•IT solutions for Infrastructure

•IOT

•Image Processing

•Systems Integration

Environmental Solutions
•Environmental Studies

•Baseline Studies

•Environmental Management Plan

•Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA)

•Waste Management Plan

•Permits and Clearances

• Environmental Audits
• Environmental Monitoring4

Our Firm: CSI Ingenieros

As a knowledge-based firm, our people and know-how are key to the success
of our company.
Our People

Our Know-how

Our people are critical in creating value for our clients. A key
aspect of our success is to identify, attract, and develop
talented people. We put the capabilities of our professionals
at the service of those who trust us, to add value and make
things happen.

Complex projects require skillful management teams and
excellent coordination to ensure their success. For years we’ve
been developing and applying project and business
management techniques. The results have been projects with
the highest quality levels, delivered on time and within
budget.

Currently, over 150 people actively collaborate with our
clients and partners to imagine, design and develop
solutions that make our clients projects a success. CSI’s team
integrates several disciplines professionals and includes:
• Hydraulic, Environmental,
Structural and
Transportation Civil
Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Industrial Mechanical
Engineering
• Architecture and
Urbanism
• Economists
• Mathematics
• IT experts (ITIL, COBIT,
CRISC, CISA, SCRUM)

Sociology
Biology
Archeology
Oceanography
Chemistry
GIS Specialists
BIM Specialists
MSc., PhDs of several
specialties
• MBAs
• PMPs
• MSc in Project Management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We acknowledge that using proper technologies is critical to
the success of our clients’ projects. Our capability to innovate
integrating state of the art with proven technologies , allow us
to get cost-effective and environmentally friendly solutions.
To deliver world-class solutions, we start with a clear
understanding of our client’s needs, then combine it with the
talent, knowledge and capitalized experience of our firm. Our
focus, in which quality and innovation are permanent
objectives, enable to satisfy and exceed our clients’ needs.
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Our Firm: CSI Ingenieros

Our Strategy.
Our Mission

Our Approach

Being part of our client´s success, providing
integral consultancy and engineering solutions
that develop our people, preserve the
environment and generate value for our
shareholders and for the communities where we
operate.

We are a Multi-Specialist Uruguayan firm, leader
in integral consultancy and engineering
solutions.
We have strong international experience and we
are recognized for the high quality of our work,
the talent of our people and our innovative
engineering solutions.

Our Culture
• Excellence - “Make things right”
• Innovation - “Provide innovative solutions to all
the projects”

Our aim is to always be part of our clients´
success, positively impact the communities
where we act, inspire our people, add value to
our shareholders and grow as firm.

• Commitment - “Make things happen”
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Our Firm: CSI Ingenieros

We have developed strong relationships with our clients that include
governments, international agencies, and private and public sector
companies.
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Our Firm: CSI Ingenieros

Over the years, we have developed partnerships and strategic alliances with
local and international firms to complement our capabilities.
When required, our in-house team is complemented by internationally recognized experts. This is achieved through a
number of partnerships and strategic alliances with firms and experts from around the world.
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WATER & WASTEWATER

Water is a vital resource, yet more than 750 million
people lack access to safe water and 2.5 billion are still
using unimproved sanitation facilities worldwide.
Adequate supply of drinking water and sanitation are
key drivers for poverty reduction, improved quality of
life and socio-economic development. The benefits of
improved sanitation and safe water access include
savings in health costs, higher worker productivity, and
better school attendance.

Water & Wastewater
Solutions
We have proven experience in drinking water production, sanitation, rain water, waste water, sustainable
drainage systems, hydraulics modelling and commercial and industrial internal systems. We combine strong
team of technicians (PhDs, Master degrees), skillful managers (MBAs, PMPs), and experts from several
disciplines (Engineering, Architecture, Urban Planning, Sociology, Economy) and cutting edge technology, deep
knowledge of our clients and communities needs and more than 30 years of experience to deliver world-class
solutions to preserve the water resources´ quality and improve the world population´s health.
We deliver value in cities and rural communities around the world combining sustainable design principles that
are part of urbanism, landscaping and hydrology. Our approach considers technical issues as well as institutional,
socio-economic and financial issues.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Peru, Angola, México, Paraguay, Brazil, Gabon

Services








Feasibility Studies
Master Plans
Preliminary Projects
Detailed Projects
Construction Management
Technical assistance
Socio-economic asssessment

Areas of expertise








Drinking water production.
Drinking water supply systems
Municipal wastewater sanitation systems
Drainage systems
Flood control
Hydraulic works
Internal water, sanitation and firefighting water systems
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Water & Wastewater
Main references

Montevideo Waste Water
Program (PSU IV)

Technical supervision and
project management of the
construction of Montevideo´s
Urban drainage system
(drainage network, rainwater
network, pumping stations,
treatment plants and
submarine sewage system).

Ciudad de la Costa
Sanitation, rainwater and
Road System
Detailed Engineering of
sanitation, rainwater and roads
network for Ciudad de la Costa
(2.000 hectares, 99.000
estimated habitants in 2035)

IM Montevideo
Uruguay

OSE (Uruguay National Water
Company) and IM Canelones
Uruguay

Storm Drainage for Seco
and Quitacalzones Basins

Engineering Studies for
several cities in Angola

Socioeconomic assessment,
Detailed design and tender
documents for drainage
system (Basin: 1.500 hectares,
Works: 20 Musd).

Drinking water and sanitation
detailed design for the
provincial capitals of Uige,
Cabinda, M´Banza Congo,
Kwanza Sul and Malange

IM Montevideo
Uruguay

MINEA (Ministry of Energy and
Water) Several Cities, Angola

Drinking and Wastewater
Master Plan
Drinking Water and
Wastewater Master plans for
Montevideo and Santa Lucia
River Basin (area: 18.000
km2; population year 2000:
2.1 M habitants). Preliminary
design of water and waste
water system (770 MM USD)
OSE
Montevideo, Uruguay

Project of Effluent
Treatment Plant for
Piriapolis

Detailed design of domestic
sewage treatment plant with
375 m3/h capacity.
Maldonado, Uruguay
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TRANSPORTATION

Safe and efficient transportation systems are critical for
everyday life. Efficient national transportation networks
enhance people´s mobility and allow businesses to
improve profits by lowering transportation costs and
enhancing the productivity of their supply chains.
Therefore, effective transportation planning and design
are essential to achieving prosperity and growth.

Transportation
Solutions

We work together with governments, institutions and other public and private sectors to deliver the best
solutions for road infrastructure design and management as well as general transportation aspects.
Our experience ranges from basic studies to the implementation of detailed engineering projects as well as 24/7
operation of transportation systems. We have developed a strong team with knowledge in several subject areas
(Transportation modelling, Economy, Engineering) and cutting edge software (modelling, system management,
system operation) that allows us to deliver outstanding solutions and be a referent in Latin-America.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Peru, Angola, México, Paraguay, Brazil

Areas of expertise

Services









Market research
Feasibility Studies
Master Plans
Strategic Plans
Conceptual Engineering
Basic Engineering
Detailed Engineering
Institutional Development






Transportation modelling
Transportation surveys
Transportation control
Infrastructure surveys

 Road infrastructure
 Transport
 Traffic Management
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Transportation

Main References to Date
Traffic Count System in
Paraguay National Routes

Supervision of reconstruction
of national route N°1 in Haiti

Mobility Management
Center of Montevideo

Implementation of a traffic
statistic permanent surveying
system for statistic purposes
in National Routes.

The Ministry of Public Works,
Transport and Communications is
executing the Program of
Transport Sector II including the
Supervision of the reconstruction
of the section Ennery-Plaisance

Installation, operation and
maintenance of the Mobility
Management Center

Ministry of Public Works and
Communications (MPWC)

Montevideo Municipality
Uruguay

Ministry of Public Works, Transport
and Communications (MPWTC)

Study of Demand and Modal
Assignment of lnterurban
Load Transport
Development and supply of a
Modal Assignment of
lnterurban Load Transport
Model in order to study the use
of transport infrastructrure
Ministry of Transport and Public
Works
Uruguay

Investment program for
improvement of territorial
integration between
Uruguay and Argentina
Program for investments in
connectivity infrastructure ,
operative and institutional
optimization projects
CAF

Supervision of reconstruction
of national route Nº 1 in Haiti
The Ministry of Public Works,
Transport and Communications is
executing the Program of
Transport Sector II including the
Supervision of the Reconstruction
of the Gonaives-Ennery segment
Ministry of Public Works, Transport
and Communications (MPWTC)
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PORTS & WATERWAYS

Around 90% of the world’s international trade is
transported by ship. Though this percentage has
remained fairly constant over time, volumes have
increased enormously in the last twenty years. Supply
chain systems tend to be more and more geographically
dispersed and flexibly organized, making port
infrastructure and efficient logistics play a key role in
competitiveness.

Ports & Waterways
Solutions

We have proven capabilities in port, coastal, and river and maritime transportation engineering, civil and
structural designs, facility modernization and expansion, conversion and development of commercial and
recreational greenfield of ports.
From basic studies to system integration, our team provides port planning, design and construction
management services, development of maritime works, improvement of navigation conditions in ports and
waterways, and coastal protection.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Argentina, Costa Rica, Peru, Paraguay, Ecuador, Honduras, Guatemala, Belice

Services







Baseline Studies
Master Plans
Basic Engineering
Detailed Engineering
Construction Management
Project Management

Areas of expertise







Maritime Accesses & Interconnections
Port Terminals
Dredging
Sea Lanes Waterways
Navigation Improvements
Coastal and Maritime facilities
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Ports & Waterways
Main references

Port Terminal for Fuels &
Cement Plants

National Module of Capurro
Port

Localization study, EIA study,
permitting and
authorizations management,
detailed engineering and
technical report

Master Plan of land use and
infrastructures to achieve
integral operation of Punta
Sayago logistic port, including
three different areas: a Free
Port, a Free Trade Zone and an
Industrial Area.

ANCAP
Paysandú, Uruguay

ANP (National Ports Agency)
Montevideo, Uruguay

Port Terminal for Cellulose
Pulp Mill
Supervision of the detailed
design and construction of
Cellulose Pulp Mill port
terminal in Punta Pereira.
Montes del Plata
Colonia, Uruguay

Rectification Dredging of
Punta Pereira Port
Rectification dredging of the
nautical areas of the terminal in
order to enable maneuvering
and navigation of sixth
generation ships (225 m in
length and 32.26 m in length),
including the development of
ToR for contracting the works.
Punta Pereira Free Zone
Colonia, Uruguay

Navigation Improvement of
Paraguay River
Technical, economic,
environmental and legal
feasibility study for deepening
the navigation channel and
improvement of navigation
issues of 724 km stretch of
Paraguay River (Apa to Formosa).
World Bank Group
Paraguay

Morona River Commercial
Navigability Study (Ecuador
– Peru)
Binational study of navigability
of Morona River in order to
promote the rational and
organized use throughout the
year of fluvial navigation,
improving traffic conditions,
increasing safety and
preserving the environment
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ENVIRONMENTAL

Protecting the environment plays a critical role in
economic growth and sustainable development.
Businesses need to achieve regulatory compliance,
enhance operating efficiency, and safeguard our natural
resources. Governments, communities, and businesses
must focus their decisions on achieving environmental
sustainability and avoiding environmental degradation
that could represent enormous economic and social
losses.

Environmental
Solutions

Experts with diverse expertise (Environmental, Hydraulics, Chemistry, Agriculture, Biology, Archaeology,
Sociology, Flora & Fauna, Limnology, Oceanography, JNCC certificates) and extensive experience in all
environmental areas attain a state of the art development of environmental management engineering and
consultancy.
We are part of our clients projects to provide them with the best solution for their needs; by improving the
efficiency of processes, we lead environmental challenges to success.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Costa Rica, Honduras, Panama, Angola

Services













Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA)
Numerical modeling applied to EIAs
Baseline Studies
Noise, Air, Soil and Water Monitoring
Underground Water Monitoring
Biological Monitoring
Environmental Site Assessments
Environmental Management Plans
Tender and Technical specifications
Waste Management Plans
Environmental Permitting management
Detailed Design for wastewater Treatment Plants and final Disposal or
Waste Treatment solutions

Areas of expertise










Mining projects
Industrial facilities
Oil & Gas projects
Waste water treatment plants
Wind farms
Pulp mills
Port terminals
Dredging
Road infrastructure
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Environmental
Main references

Offshore Seismic in
Uruguay's Continental Shelf

Pulp Mill, Energy Plant and
Port Terminal

Marine Mammals Monitoring,
Environmental Monitoring and
Waste Management Plan

Environmental Studies and
Operational Environmental
Management Plans

WesternGeco
Uruguay

Montes del Plata S.A., Colonia,
Uruguay

Regasification Terminal
Environmental Studies for the
granting of the environmental
permit for construction of a
natural liquefied gas reception,
storage and regasification
terminal in the Punta Sayago
area.
Gas Sayago
Uruguay

Iron Ore Extraction and
Dressing, Slurry Pipeline
and Port Terminal

Environmental operating
permits for Industrial
Security Landfill

Baseline Studies and
Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA)

Detailed Design and
Operational Environmental
Management Plan

Minera Aratirí
Durazno, Florida, Treinta y Tres,
Lavalleja and Rocha, Uruguay

Cámara de Industrias del
Uruguay
Montevideo, Uruguay

Artificial Edible Collagen Casing
Plant
Detailed Project of the Wastewater
Treatment Plant
Baseline Studies and
Environmental Studies
Operational Environmental
Management Plan
MISOW
Canelones, Uruguay
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INDUSTRIAL

Industrialization is a critical driver for social and
economic development. To grow and develop
communities, our countries need to develop strong
industrial value chains which will guide economies
towards higher value-added sectors and will provide a
wide employment base with high labour productivity. It
is through sustainable industrial development that
countries achieve socially equitable and ecologically
sustainable economic growth that improve the quality
of life of their communities.

Industrial
Solutions

We develop industrial engineering projects, providing professional services based on customer requirements
and international and local standards.
Since our founding we have contributed to agro-industrial development through engineering. Our firm has
cultivates world-class expertise and developed proprietary technologies in a number of areas, particularly rice
processing
We have been working with industrial clients providing the people, skills and understanding to deliver their
project needs. From feasibility studies to the start-up of new plants, CSI provides a wide range of services to
industrial and commercial enterprises.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil, Angola, China

Services









Master Plans
Conceptual, Basic and Detailed Engineering
Tender and Technical specifications
Quantity and cost Surveying
Permitting management
Construction Management
Project Management
EPCM project Management

Areas of expertise











Piping (3D design)
Fire fighting
Electrical (HV, MV and LV)
HVAC
Automation Control & Instrumentation Systems
Wind Farms
Parboiled plants
Rice mills plants
Bulk transport and storage facilities
Tree nurseries
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Industrial

Main references
Astidey 50MW Wind Farm
Detailed electrical engineering
and technical assistance,
including the design of electrical
substations and high-voltage
lines.
Astidey
Flores, Uruguay

Central Batlle y Ordoñez
thermal power plant
expansion

Technical Assistance and
Works Management for
malt plant expansion

Piping project for the new
80MW oil power generation
plant.

Construction of a new
Germination and Soak Building
and a Drying Building, two
boilers, an electric substation
and auxiliary services.

Teyma-Saceem
Montevideo, Uruguay

Malteria Oriental
Uruguay

Tree Nurseries
Detailed engineering and
construction management for
two 20 million/year seeding
production nurseries
UPM
Montes del Plata
Uruguay

COFCO Parboiled Rice Plant
Detailed industrial engineering
and construction management
for a 40 ton/h parboiled rice
plant
COFCO
China

Cementos del Plata Lime
Plant
Project and construction
management for a 500 t/d lime
Plant.
Cementos del Plata
Uruguay
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Urban areas are drivers of economic growth and home
to most job creation. They account for the bulk of
economic activity and nearly half of the world’s
population. Cities and towns play a key role in terms of
innovation, social cohesion and environmental
sustainability. To achieve and sustain these goals, urban
development requires comprehensive programs and
efficient organization.

Urban Development
Solutions

We have proven experience in Urban Master plans and projects. Our expertise covers several urban specialties
such as Planning, Urban design, heritage areas intervention, Urban development, population relocation, public
spaces and urban infrastructure development.
From conceptual design, diagnosis, basic design, detailed design, tender documents to economic impact
evaluation our team provides world class urban development services
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Costa Rica, Angola

Services







Master Plans
Urban development studies
Architectural Services
Basic Engineering
Detail Engineering
Construction Management

Areas of expertise
Urban planning
Public spaces and urban Infrastructure
Heritage sites urban development
Neighborhood development and social-residential
relocation
 Regularization of informal settlements
 Public Buildings
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Urban Development
Main references

Master Plan for the
Development of La Botavara
Lake and Neighboring Areas
The contract consists in the
design of a Master Plan for the La
Botavara Lake and its neighboring
areas, envisaged for the year
2025.
Corporación Vial del Uruguay
Uruguay

Urban Regeneration Plan for
Ciudad Vieja neighborhood

Master Plan and studies to
improve Ciudad Vieja´s historical
Heritage, preserving historical
buildings, main cultural and
commercial avenue (18 de Julio),
existing urban development and
promoting sustainable urban
development
Montevideo Municipality
Uruguay

Remodeling Project of Rodo
Avenue in the City of Carmelo
The intervention and the project
consisted in the development of a
Urban Walkway, including the
corresponding urban furniture and a
special lighting and tree planting.
Municipality of Colonia
Carmelo, Uruguay

Lagos de Carrasco Urban
Development

Master plan for private real
estate development Lagos de
Carrasco neighborhood in
Canelones, Uruguay
Estudio Gómez Platero
Uruguay

Irregular Settlements
Integration Program Settlement Cerro Norte
Regularization of the Settlement
Cerro Norte, located in
Montevideo between Camino de
las Tropas, Camino La Paloma and
Santín Carlos Rossi
OPP-IMM
Uruguay

Casavalle Urban Land
Planning, Recovery and
Integration Plan

The Plan has three main
guidelines: (a) The city's material
and symbolic construction, (b)
Education and cultural
development, and (c) Collective
territorial management.
Montevideo Municipality
Uruguay
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BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

Infrastructure development is a rich source of job
creation, economic growth, community development
and improved competitiveness. Civil engineering plays a
key role in infrastructure development since it provides
the industry with the tools, training and technology that
is required for developing a skilled workforce and
achieving performance and competitiveness in the
infrastructure industry.

Building and Construction
Solutions

Our Civil Engineering & Construction Management Services team provides proficiency in civil engineering,
industrial architecture and project and construction management services, to meet complex project high
demands, from initial stages through start up and operation.
Our team combines highly trained technicians (PhDs, Master degrees), skillful managers (MBAs, PMPs), experts
from several disciplines (Engineering, Architecture), cutting edge software technology, deep knowledge of our
clients and more than 30 years of experience managing multi-billion dollars infrastructure projects
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Brazil, Angola, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay

Services





Structural Engineering Design Services
Architectural Design Services
Project Management
Construction Management

Areas of expertise









Industrial and commercial Buildings
Pulp Mills
Industrial Facilities
Water and Wastewater treatment plants
Bridges
Steel structures
Prefabricated structures
EPC & EPCM projects
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Building and
Construction
Main references

Montes del Plata Cellulose
Pulp Mill

Detailed Engineering, industrial
architecture and construction
management for a new pulp
mill with a capacity of 1,3 M
tons of bleached eucalyptus
pulp (1,5 BUSD investment)
Montes del Plata
Colonia, Uruguay

BOTNIA Cellulose Pulp Mill

Detailed Engineering, industrial
architecture and construction
management for a new pulp
mill with a capacity of 1 M tons
of bleached eucalyptus pulp (1
BUSD Investment)
BOTNIA
Fray Bentos, Uruguay

SODRE National Auditorium

Equipment Procurement
management and Construction
Management for the "Dra. Adela
Reta" Hall Complex remodeling,
including the Main Hall for a
1,900 audience, the foyer, and
the front of the building
complex.
SODRE
Montevideo, Uruguay

ANTEL Telecommunication
Tower

Construction management and
design, operation and
maintenance of Information
management system of the
Telecommunications tower
complex, an iconic building in
Montevideo

Coke Plants & Warehouse
Detail Engineering design and
construction management of two
20.000 m2 each storehouses for
the storage of coking coal at two
cement plants.
ANCAP
Paysandú & Minas, Uruguay

Aluminum Components
Factory
Project management (land
acquisition, procurement, cash
flow and construction) for
aluminum factory
COVIT, Săo Paulo, Brazil

ANTEL
Montevideo, Uruguay
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ENERGY

Energy is a vital input to nearly every single activity in
every economy. World energy consumption is expected
to grow by more than 50% between 2010 and 2040.
Most of this growth will come from emerging
economies, where demand is determined by economic
growth. Developing reliable, safe and cost-effective
energy solutions and renewable energy sources to meet
this growing demand in a sustainable way is essential.

Energy

Solutions
Our energy engineering team develops world-class energy solutions for several and diverse applications,
clients and projects.
Our services cover the analysis of regulatory frameworks, technical economic evaluation, basic and detailed
engineering, project structuring and implementation with a deep focus on energy efficiency and clean energy.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Angola, Paraguay

Services









Feasibility Studies
Conceptual Energy Engineering
Tender specifications
Project Management
Project finance
Regulatory frameworks analysis
Investment Projects promotion
Due Diligence

Areas of expertise







Wind
Hydraulic
Solar (photovoltaic and thermal)
Biomass
Energy efficiency
Regulatory framework
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Energy

Main references
Biomass Power Plant
installation
Energy and Environmental
Regulation Frameworks
analysis, cost evaluation and
development of all necessary
documentation and procedures
o carry out procedures for
construction of a bio-mass
power plant.
Durazno, Uruguay

Carbon plant localization and
connection costs
Energy Framework and
Uruguayan electric market
analysis to forecast future
generation demand for Carbon.
Environmental requirement
analysis for authorization of the
installation of a Carbon plant with
a port. Potential location and grid
connection.

Wind farm ASTIDEY
Detail engineering and project
Finance of a 100 MW Wind farm
ASTIDEY
Flores, Uruguay

SCHANDY-COPEC
Uruguay

Forestal Feasibility Study
Selection of forest exploitation;
productive areas; costs of
harvesting, conditioning and
transport, for a biomass power
generation plant
RAMSA
Iquitos, Peru

Photovoltaic solar system and
solar hot water
Detailed engineering, procurement,
installation and commissioning of
thermic and photovoltaic solar
systems for Celebra Building
Zonamérica
Montevideo, Uruguay

Energy efficiency
Diagnosis of power
consumption in 2 buildings of
the public administration and
development of energy
efficiency solutions
DNE-BPS-URSEC
Montevideo, Uruguay
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Information technology is a key driver in innovation,
growth, and competitiveness. The IT sector attracts
investment in established firms and start-ups, and
creates high-skilled employment opportunities. IT has
become an indispensable factor in increasing
productivity and improving decision making for
governments and industries including transportation,
logistics, agriculture and manufacturing.

Our Firm: CS Ingenieros

Information Technology
Solutions

We assist public and private sectors in several industries such as Financial, Agroindustry, Public Regulatory
Organizations (Infrastructure, Environment), Health, Forestry, Construction, Energy.
We have a qualified and experienced team for the development of solutions for information systems, following
the guidelines of the best practices in the field.
Our consultancy team has international certifications to assure quality of deliverables, like: PMP, ITIL, COBIT,
GIS Specialist, UNIT/ISO, CISA, CRISC, SCRUM Master, PHD Mathematical and image processing.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Angola, Brazil

Services













Custom Made Development
Design and implementation of Geographic Databases
Customized solutions incorporating GIS interfaces or platforms
Software Selection Process
IT Governance based on COBIT and ISO 38500
Incident Management based on ITIL and ISO 20000
Definition of security policies based on ISO 27000
Business Continuity Plan according to ISO 22301
Process modeling using BPM tools
Image and Signal Processing Techniques
Computer Vision
Implementation of Machine Learning Algorithms

Areas of expertise







Information Systems
GIS Solutions
ICT Consulting
Information Security
Business Processes Management (BPM)
Image Processing
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Information
Technology

Main references
Monitoring System for the
Ceibal Project
IT development for monitoring
internet access sites across the
country.
Ceibal Project (Government)
Uruguay

Ground Transportation Load
Information System

IT development for design and
implementation of the Ground
Transportation Load Information
System (SICTT).
Ministry of Transport and Public
Works
Montevideo, Uruguay

Social Area Integrated
Information System (SIIAS)

IT development for design and
implementation of a software
and methodology for systematic
normalization and georeference of addresses
(database, geographic
information compilation, users
training, 8 Million addresses).
SIIAS, Uruguay

Wood Patio Automation
Design, development and
hardware of an automation and
optimization System for the
movement and transport
decisions inside the plant patio.
UPM
Fray Bentos, Uruguay

Treetops count service

Identification of trees in
eucalyptus plantations through
an automatic detection algorithm
applied on images captured by
drones.
Forestry sector
Uruguay

Geographic Information
System for Sao Paulo
Metropolitan Region
Digitalization of Drinking Water
Networks and Sanitation
networks. Development of GIS
system.
SABESP
Sao Paulo, Brazil
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ECONOMICS & FINANCE

Global infrastructure development will be one of the
most important drivers of economic growth and human
welfare. To ensure success, capital intensive projects
with increased complexity require skills to structure
them financially.

Economics & finance
Solutions

Today more than ever, the global infrastructure market requires comprehensive project structuring, combining
Engineering, Economics, Finance and Legal issues. In our firm we promote sustainable development through
consultancy services for structuration and design of infrastructure projects that maximize efficiency in the
relationship between the public and private sector. To achieve this, we use advanced technology and worldclass human talent, leveraging our deep knowledge of our clients and our continuous search of excellence.
 Clients: Governments, international agencies, and private and public sector companies
 Countries: Uruguay, Perú, Panama, Paraguay, Bolivia

Services












Comprehensive assessment of projects
Consulting in PPP structuring
Financial structuring of projects – project finance
Design of contracts and business models
Design of private initiatives
Infrastructure and transport economics
Energy economics
Regulatory economics
Environmental economics
Promotion of Investment Projects
Due Diligence and project supervision

Areas of expertise
Public Private Partnerships
Comprehensive structuring of infrastructure projects
Project financing
Transport economics
Energy and environmental economics
Economics Infrastructure (Roads, Ports, Logistic
Terminals, Airports)
 Social Infrastructure (Hospitals, Schools and Prisons)
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Economics & Finance
Main references

Performance Audit of the
Technological Development
Program II (TDP II)

The project consists in a
Performance Audit of the TDP II
(strengthening of the National
Innovation System). The main
objective is to assess the goals
of the TPD II and verify the
expenditures required so as to
authorize the disbursements
agreed in the Loan Agreement
IDB, Uruguay

Road concessions Peru
Consulting Service for
Measurement and Assessment of
Service Levels, Roughness (IRI),
Queue Waiting Time (QWT) in
Operating Road Concessions
IIRSA
Peru

Concession Model for Road
Conservation
Development of a business
model for the concession of a
basic road network by level of
services.
Ministry of Public Works
Chile

Concession of the Pailón-San
José-Puerto Suárez-Arroyo
Concepción road

Review of engineering design,
economic and financial feasibility
and preparation of the Business
Study of the proposal for the
concession of the Pailón-San JoséPuerto Suárez-Arroyo Concepción
road
CAF
Bolivia

Ascertainment of the Medium
Term Investment Needs in
Infrastructure for the Water
and Sanitation Sector

Advice on PPP for the STP of
Paraguay

We surveyed the current
coverage data of these services,
the recent investments in this
subject, and the investments
already planned for this sector.

The project included training on
PPPs and their lifecycle, Value
for Money studies, contract
design, development of user
guides for the implementation
of the studies required for the
execution of PPPs.

OPP - Uruguay

World Bank, Paraguay
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Thank you for your time.

Soriano 1180
Tel.: +598 2902 1066
Fax: +598 2901 9058
E-mail: csi@csi-ing.com
www.csi-ing.com
Montevideo 11.100 - Uruguay
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